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1. Adding Emtpies

SOL (X=0;Y=0;Z=0)
Rotation_Base (X=0;Y=0;Z=4.8 m*)
*depends on your Jetway dimensions

2. Set Parents

First Select Child (Rotation_Base), hold Shift and select Parent (SOL)
Ctrl P and choose Object. Repeat this for all Empties.
Select EmptyPitch, hold Shift select Rotation_Base, Ctrl P, Set Parent To Object
Select Empty01, hold Shift select EmptyPitch_Base, Ctrl P, Set Parent To Object
Select Empty02, hold Shift select Empty01, Ctrl P, Set Parent To Object *
Select Empty01, hold Shift select Pivot, Ctrl P, Set Parent To Object
Select Contact, hold Shift select Pivot, Ctrl P, Set Parent To Object
*if needed, we can change this later

3. Check the result
Select (SOL)
R Z to rotate around Z-axis. All empties should
move. Esc or Ctrl Z to go back to correct
postion.
When SOL selected, N-key to see coordinates. If Rotation is not Z = 0,
enter here 0 to rotate SOL back into normal position. In this example,
Z = 9.65 should be changed to 0. Enter 0 and Enter-key.

4. Parts of the Jetway

C
B
A

Following colors are used:
Red = not moving object
Blue = Rotating object
Orange = Sliding object
Green = Pitching (= Bank) object*
*We know the company, who developed this Simulator, right? So it is not a surprise in the xml-file we later must use Bank for this values!

5. Basic Blender Keys
Blender has some important keys we can use.
Shift S
With Shift S we can set the cursor to a selected object,
face, line or vertices. Or we can move an object to the
cursor.
Ctrl A
We can apply all transforms of an object (in object
mode). This sets the origin of an object to the world
origin (0;0;0). So it is not always what we want.
With a right click on an object we can set the origin of it.
Important are:
To Geometry (which we use often)
To 3D-Cursor (also important)

6. Basic Blender Skills
We need the learned keys to connect our Jetway Parts with the empties.
1. Select the green Jetway Box. With Tab-key change to Edit-Mode.
2. Select the Face (Face-Mode = 3).
3. Shift S to set the Cursor to Selected. Now the cursor is at the face.
4. Change to Object Mode, Right Click, Set Origin to Cursor.
5. Now the Origin of the green Box is on the center of the face.

6. Select the EmptyPitch.
7. Shift S Cursor to selected.
8. Select Green Box.
9. Shift S Selection to Cursor.
10. Select Green Box,
11. Shift and select Empty Pitch,
Ctrl P and Set Parent to Object.
12. Select Green Box, Right Click Set Origin to Geometry.
Now the Green Box is connected with the EmptyPitch.
To move the Green Box we need only move the Empty.
The Empty and coordinates can be used later in the
Xml-file for the Jetway.
Because the empties are on the same Y and Z position,
This way we can get all parts of the Jetway to the right
Position.

7. Repeat with all Jetway Parts
This way we connect the first orange Box with Empty01 and the second orange Box with
Empty02. The only difficult parts are the blue parts.
1. In Edit-Mode select face or vertice which should be the pivot point of the blue part.
2. Set Cursor to this face.
3. Set Origin to Cursor.
4. Enter for X-Position 0 like you did before for the SOL during the Rotation Check.
Here use the entry for Position X.
Now the blue part is at the correct position, move the part to the desired height with G.
Set Origin back to Geometry. Now Select blue part first and Rotation_Base with Shift key.
Set Parent to Object with Ctrl P.

The Head is a little bit difficult. First
we set the Origin to the Pivot Point of
the blue part.

Next we set the cursor to the round face, so
we can move the blue part to the cursor.
Also we Set Origin of the blue head back to
Geometry.

Then we move the Empty Pivot to
the cursor. And now we will find out a
miracle.

8. First Miracle
The Pivot Empty is the last node in our first IKChain,
which moves the Jetway later. The second IK-Chain will
be between Pivot and Contact.
Contact seems to be important and it is placed in the
example file like we did it.
The X-Position of Contact is important for the distance
to the airplane door. Surprise: The Z-Position is
absolute useless! Contact only determines the distance
to the airplane door and the sample file is misleading.
We know the company who developed the simulator,
right?
What determines the altitude of the head during jetway
connection? Surprise, it is the last node in the first IKChain. In our model it will be Rotation_Base …. Pivot.
The Z-Position of Pivot determines the head of the
jetway is at the correct altitude of the airplane door.
So we move Pivot Empty on Z-axis to the level of the
head floor or a little bit higher.
When all Empties and the head are on the right
position, we make Pivot Empty parent to the blue head.
Experiments with an Empty-Test:
For the Chain “IK_MainHandle” we did not use Pivot.
Instead we tried an node “Empty_Test” as Endpoint.
The altitude of the jetway movement depends on the Zvalue of Empty_Test and not on Pivot in the second
Chain “IK_SecondaryHandle”.
Because in some angles the contact will be a little bit
higher or lower as the airport door lower frame, we
moved Empty_Test nearer to to the Contact position.
But than the rotation of the head is decreased and the
head is not aligned to the door.
That's the reason we use only one Empty, Pivot.

8. First Miracle
The Pivot Empty is the last node in our first IKChain,
which moves the Jetway later. The second IK-Chain will
be between Pivot and Contact.
Contact seems to be important and it is placed in the
example file like we did it.
The X-Position of Contact is important for the distance
to the airplane door. Surprise: The Z-Position is
absolute useless! Contact only determines the distance
to the airplane door and the sample file is misleading.
We know the company who developed the simulator,
right?
What determines the altitude of the head during jetway
connection? Surprise, it is the last node in the first IKChain. In our model it will be Rotation_Base …. Pivot.
The Z-Position of Pivot determines the head of the
jetway is at the correct altitude of the airplane door.
So we move Pivot Empty on Z-axis to the level of the
head floor or a little bit higher.
When all Empties and the head are on the right
position, we make Pivot Empty parent to the blue head.
Experiments with an Empty-Test:
For the Chain “IK_MainHandle” we did not use Pivot.
Instead we tried an node “Empty_Test” as Endpoint.
The altitude of the jetway movement depends on the Zvalue of Empty_Test and not on Pivot in the second
Chain “IK_SecondaryHandle”.
Because in some angles the contact will be a little bit
higher or lower as the airport door lower frame, we
moved Empty_Test nearer to to the Contact position.
But than the rotation of the head is decreased and the
head is not aligned to the door.
That's the reason we use only one Empty, Pivot.

9. IK_MainHandle - Postioning the Empties
Next we will move the EmptyPitch, Empty01 and Empty02 to the correct X-position and notice the X-values, we need later for the xml-file.
In the xml-file this are nodes in a chain. It is the “IK_Main_Handle” chain with Start will be our “Rotation_Base” and ends with “Pivot”
Empty.
<IKChain Name="IK_MainHandle">
<Start>Rotation_Base</Start>
<End>Pivot</End>
<TranslationSpeed>0.4</TranslationSpeed> <!-- Meters per second for each Node compared to its parent -->
<RotationSpeed>3</RotationSpeed> <!-- Degrees per second for each Node compared to its parent -->
</IKChain>
Rotation_Base will rotate the whole Jetway left and right. So we also must give this information in the xml-file. The Heading of this Node
can be changed by the simulator, wo we add <Heading/> Constraint to this Node.
<IKConstraint>
<Node>Rotation_Base</Node>
<Heading/>
</IKConstraint>
The second Node in the chain is “EmptyPitch”. At this point the Jetway rotates up and down like the Pitch of an airplane. In the xml-file the
Ik-Constraint for this Node needs the entry <Bank/>. Because we want to restrict the angle, we add min="-12.6" max="9.3":
<IKConstraint>
<Node>EmptyPitch</Node>
<Bank min="-12.6" max="9.3"/>
</IKConstraint>
Now we must position the Empty-Pitch Node in our model correctly.

We need to move the Node a little
bit into the blue rotating part,
otherwise there would be a gap
when the jetway rotates down (A).
Better X-axis position is shown at
picture (B).
To move the point in Blender, select
EmptyPitch, press G key, press X
key, it moves only on X-axis.
To get easier to write the IKConstraints for the other nodes in
the chain, we set again parents.
First we select Empty01, than with
Shift key EmptyPitch. Ctrl P and
select “to object (Without Inverse).

A

B

C

Empty01 will jump to EmptyPitch
position (C). Select Empty01 only
and the X-Position Value should be
0 (D).

D

Now we move the Empty01 a little bit on X-Axis to the right, for example X = 1. We notice this value, because we need it for our xml-file.

C

To find out how far we can extend the jetway with Empty01, we move Empty01 to X-axis to the right. In our example, X = 11.5.
Now we have the values for IK-Constraint Empty01:
<IKConstraint>
<Node>Empty01</Node>
<X min="1.00" max="11.50"/>
</IKConstraint>
This Node will move only on X-Axis between 1.00 and 11.50. Next we move Empty01 back on X-axis to postion 1.0.
Now we will find out the values for Node Empty02. Select Empty02, with Shift key pressed select Empty01, Set Parent Ctrl P to object
(Without Inverse). Empty02 will jump to Empty01. Select Empty02 only and X-axis position should be 0. Move it to X=1 position or a
value you like.
Next move it to the right on x-axis to find the extended position. In our model it is again 11.5. With this values we have IKConstraint for
Empty02:
<IKConstraint>
<Node>Empty02</Node>
<X min="1.00" max="11.50"/>
</IKConstraint>

10. IK_SecondaryHandle

After we set Empty02 back to X = 1 on X-Axis, we now need to set the IK-Constrains for our second chain, IK_SecondaryHandle.
It needs only 2 Nodes, Pivot and Contact.
<IKChain Name="IK_SecondaryHandle">
<Start>Pivot</Start>
<End>Contact</End>
<TranslationSpeed>0.4</TranslationSpeed>
<RotationSpeed>30</RotationSpeed>
</IKChain>

10. IK_SecondaryHandle

After we set Empty02 back to X = 1 on X-Axis, we now need to set the IK-Constraints for our second chain, IK_SecondaryHandle.
It needs only 2 Nodes, Pivot and Contact.
<IKChain Name="IK_SecondaryHandle">
<Start>Pivot</Start>
<End>Contact</End>
<TranslationSpeed>0.4</TranslationSpeed>
<RotationSpeed>30</RotationSpeed>
</IKChain>

The only IK-Constraint would be for the Node Pivot, because it can rotate to left and right to align to the airplane-door.
<IKConstraint>
<Node>Pivot</Node>
<Heading/>
</IKConstraint>
As Result we have now all data for our IK-Chains:
<IKChain Name="IK_MainHandle">
<Start>Rotation_Base</Start>
<End>Pivot</End>
<TranslationSpeed>0.4</TranslationSpeed> <!-- Meters per second for each Node compared to its parent -->
<RotationSpeed>3</RotationSpeed> <!-- Degrees per second for each Node compared to its parent -->
</IKChain>
<IKConstraint>
<Node>Rotation_Base</Node>
<Heading/>
</IKConstraint>
<IKConstraint>
<Node>EmptyPitch</Node>
<Bank min="-12.6" max="9.3"/>
</IKConstraint>
<IKConstraint>
<Node>Empty01</Node>
<X min="1.00" max="11.50"/>
</IKConstraint>
<IKConstraint>
<Node>Empty02</Node>
<X min="1.00" max="11.50"/>
</IKConstraint>

<IKChain Name="IK_SecondaryHandle">
<Start>Pivot</Start>
<End>Contact</End>
<TranslationSpeed>0.4</TranslationSpeed>
<RotationSpeed>30</RotationSpeed>
</IKChain>
<IKConstraint>
<Node>Pivot</Node>
<Heading/>
</IKConstraint>

That was easy and everybody could do this. Whats still missing?
The wheels, which we will add now.

11. Wheels
First we add 2 tubes to our model like shown at the picture. We made this
to one object.
Sure, we could have done this earlier when creating the jetway. And I
expect, most developer would have made their model first and try to add
the animation later to make it work in the simulator.
Now we add 4 objects. A slider, which moves up and down? No, in reality it
will not slide, it will not move up and down, the jetway will do this.
An ObjOrientation, which will rotate the wheels on Z-axis. And 2 wheels,
Wheel_R and Wheel_L.

12. Empties again!
To move the slider, wheels, ObjOrientation and wheels we use again Empties.
First we add an empty as top of the slider, We set cursor to Empty02, add a new Empty and
name it SliderTop. Next we select the slider, which should have set origin to geometry, like
we do with all our objects. We copy the x-value of the slider to clipboard, next select
SliderTop Empty and paste the X-value into X-Position. SliderTop will now be at the correct
X-Position between the tubes of slider.
Now we make Empty02 parent to SliderTop. Select SliderTop first, with Shift pressed
select Empty02, Ctrl P and Set Parent to Object.
Only this way, because we do not want to move SliderTop again. It should stay in place.
Now we notice the Z-Value of
SliderTop,which should be the
altitude where we fix the Slider to
stay. In our model it is 4.7.
Very important:
Select the objects Slider,
ObjOrientation, Wheel_R and
Wheel_L and move them down,
so the tires are contact the
ground. If they are not in the
correct altitude, following steps
will not work correctly!

13. IK_WheelsGroundLock
We set cursor to SliderTop
Empty, add a new Empty
and name it GroundEmpty.
Then select GroundEmpty
first, with Shift-Key pressed
SliderTop. Ctrl P to Set
Parent to Object (Without
Inverse). GroundEmpty will
jump to SliderTop.
GroundEmpty down on ZAxis -4.7 Because SliderTop
Z = 4.7, if we move
GroundEmpty on Z-axis to
Finaly we have all we need for our last IK-Chain:
value -4.7, Ground Empty
should be at 0.
<IKChain Name="IK_WheelsGroundLock">
<Start>SliderTop</Start>
Next we select Slider object
<End>GroundEmpty</End>
first, SliderTop with Shift<TranslationSpeed>10</TranslationSpeed>
Key pressed, Ctrl P, set
<RotationSpeed>90</RotationSpeed>
parent to object, so
</IKChain>
SliderTop can move Slider.

For the nodes we must know, the Z-axis of Blender will be the Y-axis in the simulator. So we
must use in the IK-Constraints the Blender Z-Values as Y-Values.
We need two IK-Constraints. First SliderTop Node. We do not want to move it, so we enter
the Z-axis value, we noticed before (4.70) as Y min and max values.
<IKConstraint>
<Node>SliderTop</Node>
<Y min="4.70" max="4.70"/>
</IKConstraint>
We set GroundEmpty in Blender to Z= -4.7. So we enter this as Y-Value for this node.
Because before we set Parent To Object (Without Inverse), the X-axis position is 0. To allow
the wheel move a little bit forward and backward, we allow movements on X-axis between
-10 and 20.
<IKConstraint>
<Node>GroundEmpty</Node>
<Y min="-4.70" max="-4.70"/>
<X min="-10.0" max="20.0"/>
</IKConstraint>

14. Wheel_Ctrl_Orientation and Wheel_Ctrl_Rotation
Set Curor to SlideTop Empty and add a new empty,
name it Wheel_Ctrl_Orientation. Move it down a little
above the ObjOrientation. Make ObjOrientation a child of
Wheel_Ctrl_Orientation. (Set Parent Object).
Make Wheel_Ctrl_Orientation a Child of EmptyGround
(Set Parent Object).
We select both Wheels, set cursor to selected and add
our last Empty at this position. We name it
Wheel_Ctrl_Rotation.
Selecting Wheel_Ctrl_Rotation first and
Wheel_Ctrl_Orientation next, we parent them simply by
Set Parent Object.
We select Wheel_R and make it a child to
Wheel_Ctrl_Rotation, Set Parent Object.
Select Wheel_L and make it child to
Wheel_Ctrl_Rotation, Set Parent Object.
The result is shown right. Moving the SliderTop Empty up
and down will now move the wheels also.

15. Folder Structure
In your project folder you should have:
\PackageSources\SimObjects\Landmarks\JetwayTutorial

Inside JetwayTutorial are 3 subfolders, model, soundai and texture. The sim.cfg file should
be like this:
[fltsim.0]
title=jetwaytutorial
model="jetwaytutorial"
texture=
[General]
category=StaticObject
DistanceToNotAnimate=2000
[Surface]
IgnoreObjectsCollision=1

In model folder you need a model.cfg file like this:
[models]
normal=jetwaytutorial.xml

In soundai folder can be an soundai.xml, which can be found in SDK-samples Jetway.

16. xml-file
In model folder you need an xml-file, exactly named like your model, we use
jetwaytutorial.xml:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<ModelInfo version="1.1" guid="{Your GUID must be entered here}">
<Animation name="Link_Deployment_L" guid="f993fae1-e8b1-47b5-940d-5cb1b624f0cc" type="Standard"/>
<Animation name="Link_Deployment_R" guid="b09319d2-ec96-445e-9395-ea6ef3182542" type="Standard"/>
<Animation name="Link_Bend_L" guid="6AE01FE9-9BFD-4234-9932-36D4B8D65B5F" type="Standard"/>
<Animation name="Link_Bend_R" guid="D06BC1D3-4F30-4E0F-90E0-32199272D27B" type="Standard"/>
<Animation name="Link_Horizontal_Top" guid="344B7B33-23CA-4A80-8C2A-9303E2F08189" type="Standard"/>
<Animation name="Link_Vertical_Top" guid="335BBE27-3C59-4D0D-B6E0-9B793BA03387" type="Standard"/>
<Animation name="Wheel_Rotation" guid="3510798D-EE26-4264-A532-0E81959618BB" type="Standard"/>
<Animation name="Wheel_Orientation" guid="B4E328E8-6D7B-4EE8-AE90-9B88F69D4545" type="Standard"/>
<LODS>
<LOD ModelFile="JetwayTutorial.gltf" minSize="8"/>
<LOD ModelFile=”JetwayTutorial.gltf" minSize="4"/>
<LOD ModelFile="JetwayTutorial.gltf"/>
</LODS>
The red parts must be entered by your data, for example the LOD models you use. Do not change the GUIDs of animation!

And the IK-Chains:
<IKChain Name="IK_MainHandle">
<Start>Rotation_Base</Start>
<End>Pivot</End>
<TranslationSpeed>0.4</TranslationSpeed> <!-- Meters per second for each Node compared to its parent -->
<RotationSpeed>3</RotationSpeed> <!-- Degrees per second for each Node compared to its parent -->
</IKChain>
<IKChain Name="IK_SecondaryHandle">
<Start>Pivot</Start>
<End>Contact</End>
<TranslationSpeed>0.4</TranslationSpeed>
<RotationSpeed>30</RotationSpeed>
</IKChain>
<IKChain Name="IK_WheelsGroundLock">
<Start>SliderTop</Start>
<End>GroundEmpty</End>
<TranslationSpeed>10</TranslationSpeed>
<RotationSpeed>90</RotationSpeed>
</IKChain>

And the needed IK-Constraints:
<IKConstraint>
<Node>Rotation_Base</Node>
<Heading/>
</IKConstraint>
<IKConstraint>
<Node>EmptyPitch</Node>
<Bank min="-12.6" max="9.3"/>
</IKConstraint>
<IKConstraint>
<Node>Empty01</Node>
<X min="1.00" max="11.50"/>
</IKConstraint>
<IKConstraint>
<Node>Empty02</Node>
<X min="1.00" max="11.50"/>
</IKConstraint>
<IKConstraint>
<Node>Pivot</Node>
<Heading/>
</IKConstraint>
<IKConstraint>
<Node>SliderTop</Node>
<Y min="4.70" max="4.70"/>
</IKConstraint>
<IKConstraint>
<Node>GroundEmpty</Node>
<Y min="-4.70" max="-4.70"/>
<X min="-10.0" max="20.0"/>
</IKConstraint>

And the needed Behaviors:
<Behaviors>
<Include ModelBehaviorFile="Asobo\Misc\SimObjects.xml"/>
<Component ID="Hood">
<UseTemplate Name="ASOBO_Jetway_Hood_Left_Bend">
<ANIM_NAME>Link_Bend_L</ANIM_NAME>
<PERCENT_PER_SECOND>50</PERCENT_PER_SECOND> <!-- Speed of the animation -->
</UseTemplate>
<UseTemplate Name="ASOBO_Jetway_Hood_Left_Deployment">
<ANIM_NAME>Link_Deployment_L</ANIM_NAME>
<DEGREE_PER_SECOND>20</DEGREE_PER_SECOND>
<MIN_ANGLE>0</MIN_ANGLE>
<MAX_ANGLE>45</MAX_ANGLE>
</UseTemplate>
<UseTemplate Name="ASOBO_Jetway_Hood_Right_Bend">
<ANIM_NAME>Link_Bend_R</ANIM_NAME>
<PERCENT_PER_SECOND>50</PERCENT_PER_SECOND> <!-- Speed of the animation -->
</UseTemplate>
<UseTemplate Name="ASOBO_Jetway_Hood_Right_Deployment">
<ANIM_NAME>Link_Deployment_R</ANIM_NAME>
<DEGREE_PER_SECOND>20</DEGREE_PER_SECOND>
<MIN_ANGLE>0</MIN_ANGLE>
<MAX_ANGLE>45</MAX_ANGLE>
</UseTemplate>
<UseTemplate Name="ASOBO_Jetway_Hood_Top_Horizontal">
<ANIM_NAME>Link_Horizontal_Top</ANIM_NAME>
<PERCENT_PER_SECOND>100</PERCENT_PER_SECOND> <!-- Speed of the animation -->
</UseTemplate>
<UseTemplate Name="ASOBO_Jetway_Hood_Top_Vertical">
<ANIM_NAME>Link_Vertical_Top</ANIM_NAME>
<PERCENT_PER_SECOND>100</PERCENT_PER_SECOND> <!-- Speed of the animation -->
</UseTemplate>
<UseTemplate Name="ASOBO_Jetway_Wheel_Roll">
<ANIM_NAME>Wheel_Rotation</ANIM_NAME>
<WHEEL_RADIUS>0.50</WHEEL_RADIUS>
</UseTemplate>
<UseTemplate Name="ASOBO_Jetway_Wheel_Orientation">
<ANIM_NAME>Wheel_Orientation</ANIM_NAME>
<MIN_ANGLE>-90</MIN_ANGLE>
<MAX_ANGLE>90</MAX_ANGLE>
<MIN_TO_MAX>1</MIN_TO_MAX> <!-- 1 if the anim starts at min and ends at max -->
<SPEED>30</SPEED> <!-- degrees per sec -->
<SMOOTH_TIME_FACTOR>0.3</SMOOTH_TIME_FACTOR>
</UseTemplate>
</Component>
</Behaviors>
</ModelInfo>

Enter here the radius
of your jetway wheels!

17. Package Definition file
In your Package Definition file you must add the jetway to use it:
<<AssetGroup Name="jetwaytutorial">
<Type>SimObject</Type>
<Flags>
<FSXCompatibility>false</FSXCompatibility>
</Flags>
<AssetDir>PackageSources\SimObjects\Landmarks\jetwaytutorial\</AssetDir>
<OutputDir>SimObjects\Landmarks\jetwaytutorial\</OutputDir>
</AssetGroup>

18. Export your jetway into model folder

Free Export PlugIn for Blender available here:
https://www.fsdeveloper.com/wiki/index.php?title=Blender2MSFS

19. Add Jetway to your scenery
After Export open the simulator and your Project. Build the project with SDK, so the jetway will be in the package folder. Return to Main
Menu in the sim.
Copy the new package of your scenery into the community folder.
Now you can start a flight at your scenery, open your project again.
Open window objects, choose Taxiway Parking.
Add a GATE_HEAVY and edit the properties.

Select the Properties of the missing Jetway in the Scenery Editor.
In the Properties Window Clickon Add simobject and enter filter jetwaytutorial.
Select and Add.
Now you can place the jetway like all other objects.

Select the Properties of the added Jetway and Click in the Properties Window to generate an Instance ID.

Save Scenery, Build Package again.
Close Simulator.
Copy Package to community folder, Start flight again at new gate and try the jetway.

Tutorial Part 2: Wheel Animation will follow soon.
Please support if you think this Tutorial has usage to you.

